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A household’s success in achieving their housing investment 
goals rests on their ability to secure land. 

Despite a comprehensive range of policies and legislation 
on land, Uganda continues to grapple with serious land 
governance, tenure, and administration challenges, with the 
main obstacle being the presence of dual and overlapping 
land access systems and mechanisms. Prior to the advent of 
colonialism, land access and management were coordinated 
through traditional systems. These were replaced by 
British colonial systems of land tenure, administration and 
accompanying institutional frameworks (Nkurunziza, 2006). 
As a result, a ‘duality’ of formal and informal land markets 
emerged across the country, especially in Kampala and the 
Greater Kampala Metropolitan Area. 

Today both the ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ systems of land access 
and administration remain active and operate as mutually 
reinforcing entities (Giddings, 2009). These are underpinned 

by a range of actors, negotiating diverse interests within 
formal and informal institutional frameworks. Interviews 
with low and middle income households in the Greater 
Kampala Metropolitan Area indicated that residents utilise 
both systems to access land.

As part of the larger Housing Investment Chronicles 
(HIC) research project in Uganda, this brief consolidates 
some of the key emerging issues and processes identified 
by respondents in relation to accessing land, as well as 
opportunities for policy intervention and advocacy. It 
highlights some of the key institutions (formal and informal) 
that are used in accessing land; some of the processes 
and steps undertaken through the formal and informal 
processes; and the emerging opportunities and challenges 
experienced within both processes. Finally, we provide a 
list of recommendations and intervention points for a more 
effective system of land acquisition in the Greater Kampala 
Metropolitan Area.

 Ministry of Lands Housing and Urban Development (MoLHUD)
Policy preparation and implementation
State custodian of all land-related information
Land Information, management & administration

Local Council I (LC1) 

Mediate formal and informal land transaction processes
Provide legitimacy to informal land transactions
Act as witnesses and legal sanction for informal transactions

Private sector actors

Examples: Real estate agencies, Banks/financial institutions, Attorneys
Critical roles in formal transactions
Involved in housing development
Intermediaries in formal and informal land transactions
Attorneys are mostly engaged to facilitate land transactions
Attorneys are also involved in mediation of conflict or disputes
Focused on middle & high income market segments
Capacity insufficient to meet housing demand

Civil society organizations (CSOs)

Examples: SSA-UHSNET (Shelter and Settlements Alternatives: Uganda Human 
Settlements Network), NSDFU/ACTogether (National Slum Dwellers Federation of 
Uganda) and UHOCU (Uganda Housing Cooperative Union)
Engaged with low and middle income households
Advocacy role – for just, inclusive and equitable land rights
Some undertake housing projects
Limited success in enabling greater access to land and housing.

Religious and cultural institutions 

Examples: Buganda Kingdom through the Buganda Land Board [BLB], Roman 
Catholic Church, Church of Uganda, Uganda Muslim Supreme Council
Institutions own significant amount of land across the GKMA 
Most of this land is encumbered by squatters or conflicts
Lease out their land to public or private agencies for development
Occasionally offer free land for charitable causes and other community-related 
projects

Unregistered land brokers and middle-men

Brokers act as important 
nodes and as ‘information 
gate-keepers’ in urban 
land markets, influencing 
information access as well as 
land values.
There is no known figures 
of how many land brokers 
operate in the GKMA. 
Land brokers are however 
easy to access as they 
advertise their services in 
posters across the city.

Social networks

Social Networks e.g. friends, relatives 
etc serve as critical forms of social capital 
employed by low – and middle – income 
households in the process of legitimizing 
their rights and claims to land. 

ROLE OF FORMAL AND INFORMAL INSTITUTIONS IN ACCESSING LAND
The HIC project differentiated 
between ‘formal’ legislated 
institutions for accessing and 
negotiating access to land, and those 
that are quasi- formal, as outlined 
below.
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HOUSING INVESTMENT CHRONICLES IN UGANDA 
DISCUSSION BRIEF ON POLICY

Globally, housing is recognized as being more than 
a social good. It is now widely acknowledged 

that housing is a critical driver of socio-economic 
development, given the forward and backward linkages 
that embedded within its critical value chains. For 
countries such as Uganda, the role of the housing 
sector within wider national economic plans, can act 
as a catalyst for driving economic growth and ensuring 
inclusive and equitable development.  

Uganda has a comprehensive land policy, legal and 
institutional framework which has evolved over time, 

emanating from the colonial period through to post-
independence. So far, however, these policies have not 
operationalized the delivery of affordable, adequate and 
quality housing for low and middle income households.  

This brief summarizes the key emerging issues relating 
to policy and legislation, including intervention points 
for the creation of a conducive environment for the 
accelerated delivery of low and middle income housing. 

KEY ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON POLICY 

1. There is need to identify, critically evaluate, and harmonise all existing land and housing policies, finance 
mechanisms (both formal and informal) and institutional frameworks for integrated housing delivery. 

2. Revamp, recapitalise, and refocus the National Housing and Construction Corporation’s (NHCC) current business 
model with a mixed approach whereby high income housing can be used to leverage finance for quality and 
affordable low cost housing. 

3. Encourage intra-sectoral partnerships e.g. between financial institutions and state actors such as NHCC and the 
National Social Security Fund (NSSF) to encourage down-market expansion. 

4. Translate land-related policy, legislation and procedures on land access and control into local languages to better 
inform and increase awareness amongst local communities.  

5. Address bureaucracies within the formal land delivery processes, to smooth land registration, exchange, transfer 
and acquisition.  

6. Streamline local government processes to ensure that approval of building plans is relatively unencumbered 
and that low and middle income households can easily acquire relevant permissions to undertake their housing 
investments. 
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Hierarchy of policies, laws and regulations in Uganda

Constitution The Constitution of Uganda (1995) vests ownership of land in its citizenry, 
and this is further supported by comprehensive legal and policy frameworks. 

National 
Government Policies

National Land Policy (2013)
National Housing Policy (2016)
National Urban Policy (2017)

Supportive Legislation Land Acquisition Act, Cap 226 (1965)
The Land Act, Cap 227 (2000)
Land Amendment Act (2004)
The Slum Upgrading Strategy (2008)
The Mortgage Act (2009)

Physical Planning Act (2010)
The Condominium Property Act (2012)
The Building Control Act (2013)
The Landlord – Tenant Bill (2018)
The Real Estate Bill

Key Issues and Recommendations on Policy

1. There is need to identify, critically evaluate, and harmonise all existing land and housing policies, finance mechanisms 
(both formal and informal) and institutional frameworks for integrated housing delivery.

2. Revamp, recapitalise, and refocus the National Housing and Construction Corporation’s (NHCC) current business model 
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5. Address bureaucracies within the formal land delivery processes, to smooth land registration, exchange, transfer and 
acquisition. 

6. Streamline local government processes to ensure that approval of building plans is relatively unencumbered and that 
low and middle income households can easily acquire relevant permissions to undertake their housing investments.

Flip over to  see a timeline of policy 
development in Uganda
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PRE-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

Colonial housing policies mostly catered for the 
needs of the European population.

After WWII urban housing was provided for African 
workers under the East African Royal Commission 
(1953-1955).

POST-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD
1960-1980

The National Housing and Construction Corporation 
(NHCC) was established to provide housing for 
low income households, but hampered by limited 
resources.

In the 1970s, housing production was affected by 
socioeconomic and political shifts in the 1970s. In 
the 1980s, ongoing urban housing programs were 
undertaken, but some were abandoned before 
completion e.g. housing schemes in Kampala, 
Kasese, Entebbe, Jinja and Namuwongo.

1990S ONWARDS – 
COMPREHENSIVE POLICIES

This period witnessed a renewed focus on national 
policy, starting with the National Shelter and 
Housing Strategy (1992).

In the following decades, a wide range of policies, 
legislation and institutional frameworks were 
developed to tackle the housing challenge.

TIMELINE OF KEY POLICIES AND 
EVENTS IN UGANDA

1962
Uganda gains independence

1964
National Housing and Construction 
Corporation (NHCC) established

1978
Draft National Housing Policy

1992
National Shelter and Housing Strategy

The National Shelter & Housing Strategy 
was to be implemented through a review 
and simplification of legal and regulatory 
requirements; a review of planning standards, 
building codes and statutes; the streamlining 
of related institutions; and increased budgetary 
allocations to the housing sector.  

1995  
The Constitution of Uganda

The Constitution of Uganda (1995) vests 
ownership of land in its citizenry. 

2013 
National Land Policy 

2016 
National Housing Policy

2017 
National Urban Policy
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Colonial housing policies mostly catered for the 
needs of the European population. 
After WWII urban housing was provided for African 
workers under the East African Royal Commission 
(1953-1955).

POST-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD 
1960-1980

The National Housing and Construction 
Corporation (NHCC) was established to provide 
housing for low income households, but hampered 
by limited resources.

In the 1970s, housing production was affected by 
socioeconomic and political shifts in the 1970s.
In the 1980s, ongoing urban housing programs 
were undertaken, but some were abandoned 
before completion e.g. housing schemes in 
Kampala, Kasese, Entebbe, Jinja and Namuwongo. 

1990S ONWARDS – 
COMPREHENSIVE POLICIES

This period witnessed a renewed focus on national 
policy, starting with the National Shelter and 
Housing Strategy (1992).
In the following decades, a wide range of policies, 
legislation and institutional frameworks were 
developed to tackle the housing challenge.

Timeline of key policies and events in 
Uganda

The National Shelter & Housing Strategy was to 
be implemented through a review and simplification 
of legal and regulatory requirements; a review of 
planning standards, building codes and statutes; the 
streamlining of related institutions; and increased 
budgetary allocations to the housing sector. 

The Constitution of Uganda (1995) vests ownership 
of land in its citizenry.

While Uganda has many supportive policies 
and legislation for affordable housing, 
there is still need for some revision, as 
well as for integration and streamlining of 
implementing institutions and systems for 
effective delivery.
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